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- Put 3 Vault artifacts in each Vault.
- Shu e the blue and green objective tokens with the red.
- Set aside an extra purple vault token.
- Make the custom zombie deck: 
     Black Plague - Odd numbers
     Rat King x2
          Swarm of Ratz x6
     Abominarat - x2
     NPC - x9 (do not use NPC vault item rules)

SETUP - SEWER

- Put 3 Vault artifacts in each Vault.
- Treat street-facing wall openings without doors as solid walls.
- Place 4 red objective tokens in the street as indicated. ese 
represent children with bags of candy.
- Place 4 red objective tokens in the buildings as indicated. 
ese represent mothers with buckets of water. 

- Place 4 - Place 4 red objective tokens in a stack o the board near the 
green spawn zone. ese represent fathers returning from the 
elds. ey will be added during the course of the game.
- Make the custom zombie deck: 
     Black Plague - Even numbers
     To-Me Ku-Pa x2
     Crowz x8
         Ablobination - x2
     NPC - x9 (do not use NPC vault item rules) 

SETUP - VILLAGE

- Make a vault item deck to be shared by both teams.
- Make the custom equipment deck to be shared by both teams:
     Black Plague - All
     Wulfsburg - Magic items (remove Chaos Longbow)
     Green Horde - Speed, Healing, others as desired
     Friend & Foes - All but pets

SETUP

- Sound carries. Zombies in the sewer can hear noise created in 
the church of the village map.

- Villagers in danger. Treat Villagers like Heroes for zombie 
targeting and friendly re purposes. Mothers and children do 
not move. Fathers move 1 zone during the zombie phase 
following the route indicated on the map.

- - Rescuing a villager. As an action, a Hero can pick up a 
Villager. ey may only carry one villager at a time. While 
carrying a villager, the Hero counts as 2 noise tokens. 

Each villager type gives a benet to the Hero carrying them: 
Child - eat candy and gain an XP once per round
Mother - drink water and gain an XP once per round
FFather - counts as a torch, but do not discard when igniting 
dragonre

As an action, a Hero can drop or trade a villager. If they drop 
the villager in the church, the Hero gains 5 XP and may take the 
top item on the item deck. If this is a Aaah!, discard and redraw. 

-- Vault doors. If the target zone is the church, and a zombie is 
in a room with a green, blue, or vault door, the zombie damages 
the door during the zombie phase. Each door has 10 health.

- Loot (village). e blue and green objectives give 5 XP and a 
random item from the Vault deck.

- Loot (s- Loot (sewer). Red objectives give 5 XP and a random item 
from the Item deck. e blue and green objectives give 5 XP and 
a random item from the Vault deck. When the blue objective is 
taken, you nd a secret passage. Add a purple vault token to 
this zone.

- G- Green spawn zone (village). is spawn zone is inactive until 
the Heroes in the village reach Yellow. A er it activates, roll a 
die at the begining of every spawn zone. On a result of 1-4, 
spawn zombies as usual. On a result of 5 or 6, do not spawn 
anything, but place a Father o the board near the spawn zone. 
During the spawn phase of the NEXT round, place the Father 
on the spawn zone instead of zombies. 

- - Reinforcements. If a character dies, the choose a new 
character. with 0 XP and 1 starting weapon. At the begining of 
the Hero phase, place this character in the church (village) or 
start zone (sewer).

- Blue spawn zone (sewer). is spawn zone is inactive until 
the Heroes in the sewer reach Yellow.

- - Never the twain shall meet. Heroes in the sewer may not 
enter the village map, and Heroes in the village may not enter 
the sewer map.

- Never say never. Heroes in the village and Heroes in the sewer  
can enter the Vaults. 

SPECIAL RULES

Save the Villagers - Deliver all 12 villagers to the church and 
keep them alive.

OBJECTIVES - VILLAGE TEAM

Arm Yourselves - Gather all the weapons (objectives)
Contain the reat - Prevent the zombies from gaining access 
to the church

OBJECTIVES - SEWER TEAM

Material needed: 
Zombicide: Black Plague, Green Horde, Massive Darkness 
Tileset, Rat King, No Rest for the Wicked, NPC1, NPC2
Tiles needed: 
Black Plague 1V, 2R, 4V, 5R, Violet Vault, Gold Vault 
Green Horde 16R, 19R
MassMassive Darkness 1V, 2V, 3V, 4V, 5V, 7R
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VERY HARD / 12 SURVIVORS / 6+ HOURS

“A Haows eve is a dangerous time to be out in the strts.               Our miion is to gather those weapons from the old 
brigand hideout in the sewers, but someone nds to help these 
viagers reach the safety of the church. Let’s split into two teams 
and get this done!”



5V      2V     1V

4V     3V     7R

1V    16R    4V

5R    19R    2R
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